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محل مهر یا امضا مدیر
A.

متن سواالت

ردیف

4 points

Fill the blanks with the words given.(There are two extra words)
Float-Firmly-Mainly-Support-Pollution-Concentration
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

4 Points

Choose the correct choice.
5.

6.

C.

Good posture shows confidence. Stand ….
When you … your family, you try to help them.
Cars cause … and release many greenhouse gases into the air.
These plates … on the soft, plastic mantle below the crust.

Being … suggests that one has a high opinion of himself.
a. proud
b. regular
c. efficient

d. flexible

The manager … the importance of everyone working together.
a. increased
b. emphasized
c. created

d. influenced

7.

“Increase and decrease” have the similar relationship to that of ….
a. “raise and lower”
b. “produce and keep”
c. “cause and create”
d. “risk and danger”

8.

Before earthquakes, plan family emergency …, and make plans for your family to get together.
a. procedure
b. forecast
c. destruction
d. surface
4 points

Choose the best answer.
9.

Look, Kate, I'm calling the doctor, … you like it or not.
a. since
b. when
c. whether

d. because

10. A smile … your audience … that you are human and trustworthy.
a. lets- to know
b. has helped-realize
c. will make- will feel
d. allows- seeing
11.
a. trapping
12.

Heat … in the atmosphere causes the Earth to get warmer.
b. which trapped
c. trapped

d. were trapped

It was … a mild earthquake that only special instruments could record it.

رس
د
ﺎ
ﭘ
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ﯿ
ﻠ
ﭘ
ا

متن سواالت

بارم
a. so
D. Cloze Test

b. such

c. too

ردیف

d. enough
4 points

There is abundant evidence of climate change from all corners of the (13)…. In Zambia, the rains
have arrived late for the last three years and have lasted only a few days. In the village of Chikani, farmers
(14)… their fields for planting in November, as usual, in mid-December; however, it still hadn’t rained.
(15)… weather is a serious problem for farmers, who base their annual round of activities such as planting
and harvesting on (16)… experience.

13.1) rock

2) globe

3) mantle

4) surface

14.1) survived

2) caused

3) prepared

15.1) Unpredictable

2) Unnecessary

3) Unreasonable

4) Unavailable

16.1) anxious

2) various

3) conscious

4) previous

4) compared

E.
Comprehension
4 points
Read the following passage and match each paragraph with one of the headings. Write one of the letters (A, B, C, D
or E) in the front of the numbers of the paragraphs. There is one extra heading.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Exercise and your physical flexibility
Exercise and kindness to your friends
Exercise and muscular power
Exercise and a suitable weight
Exercise and your heart health

17. … Your heart is one hardworking part of your body, pumping blood every day of your life. The
heart is a muscle, and it is the strongest muscle in your body, but it can always become stronger! Since
it cannot lift weights to get stronger, it relies on you to do aerobic exercise.
18. … All the muscles in your body do a fine job when you use them for easy things, like picking up a
book or walking down the stairs. But what about using them for harder activities, like taking long bike
rides or climbing a tree? That is where exercise comes in: it makes your muscles stronger and
sometimes larger.
19. … Can you touch your toes easily? Most children are flexible, which means that they can bend and
stretch their bodies without too much trouble. But as people get older, they usually get less flexible;
that is why it is important to exercise when you are still young to stay flexible. In addition, when you
are flexible, you can be more active.
20. … If the body is not able to use all the calories that are coming from food, it stores them as fat.
Exercise helps keep you at a weight that is right for your height, by burning up extra calories. When
you exercise, your body uses that extra fuel to keep you strong.
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ردیف

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

firmly
support
pollution
float
a:proud
b:emphasized
a: “raise and lower”
a: procedure
c: whether
b: has helped-realize
c: trapped
b: such
2) globe
3) prepared
1) Unpredictable
4) previous
E) Exercise and your heart health
C)Exercise and muscular power
A)Exercise and your physical flexibility
D)Exercise and a suitable weight
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